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Abstract

One of the unique properties of metamaterials is the ability to manipulate electromagnetic waves at subwavelength scales,
made possible by their structure on these scales. Here, rather than consider effective bulk properties, we consider the
properties of microscopic features based on considering resonant unit cells. We used wire array metamaterials to form
localized resonant cavities by changing the resonance frequency of one or more unit cells, surrounded by unchanged unit
cells that do not support resonance for the propagating mode (i.e. forming a band gap). We validate our approach
experimentally with electromagnetic waves in the terahertz range, demonstrating and characterizing subwavelength
resonant cavities in this range. These resonant cavities can pave the way for ultra-compact subwavelength waveguides and
other optical components.
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Introduction
Wave propagation control is of fundamental interest in
many areas of engineering and physics. One of the de-
signs that has proven its efficiency in controlling electro-
magnetic waves is the photonic crystal [1, 2]. This
artificial media requires structures with dimensions
comparable to the wavelength (relatively large dimen-
sions) [3–5]. Metamaterials can control wave propaga-
tion at deep subwavelength spatial scales potentially
enabling applications in nano-sensors directly on chip
[6–8]. They are usually metal-dielectric composites cap-
able of achieving unique electromagnetic properties not
encountered in natural materials [9–11]. This deep sub-
wavelength feature of metamaterials gives an advantage
over photonic crystals in terms of wave manipulation [3,
12, 13]. Metamaterials have typically been studied for
their effective bulk properties, such as negative refrac-
tion [14–16]. However, for some properties it is neces-
sary to go beyond this effective medium paradigm; in
this work a microscopic approach has been used to

study metamaterials based on resonant unit cells [12,
14]. In photonic crystals, light can propagate in linear
defects, typically comprised of removed unit cells [15,
16]. In wire array metamaterials, waveguiding and finite
sub-wavelength resonators can be achieved by changing
the resonance frequency of one or more unit cells, sur-
rounded by unchanged unit cells that do not support the
resonance for the propagating mode, thus forming a
band gap (when measuring transmission through the
sample, there is a range of frequencies with low trans-
mission which we refer to as bandgap, while the range of
frequencies with high transmission we refer to as reson-
ance) [17].
Here, we consider the case of defects in finite-size wire

array metamaterials. The metamaterial consists of two-
dimensional periodic arrays of wire segments, with each
wire perpendicular to the plane of the array, the wire
diameter d and spacing a being much smaller than the
wavelength. The length of the wire segments L0 however
is not sub-wavelength: each wire segment supports reso-
nances at frequencies for which an integer number of
half-wavelengths corresponds to the wire’s length – the
Fabry-Perot resonances [18]. Changing the resonance
frequency can thus be achieved simply by changing the
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length of the wires, according to the following equation
[12]:

f m ¼ mc
2nL0

ð1Þ

where c is the speed of light, m is an integer larger than
or equal to 1, n is the background refractive index.
In this periodic array, a defect is introduced by having

one or several segments of different length ’ with resonant
frequencies f ′m. At the resonant frequencies of these wires,
the fields can be strongly confined at the defect site.
The other parameters, such as diameter and spacing,

do not play a major part in the resonance, although
these parameters give some control over the tradeoff be-
tween quality factor and mode volume. By reducing the
diameter and spacing, the quality factor and mode vol-
ume of the defect mode will both increase. The defect
mode’s field is typically confined to a small area around
the wire (S) given by eq. (2), where the wire diameter is
limited to be larger than a few skin depths [14]:

S ¼ ð2aÞ2 ð2Þ

Methodology
Subwavelength cavities using metal wire array metama-
terials were prepared and characterized as follows. Sub-
wavelength resonators and waveguides, operating in the
microwave region, made of an array of copper wires of
relatively large dimensions have been demonstrated in
our previous work [19]. In the current work and in order
to move to frequencies higher than microwave (i.e. THz
or optical frequencies), the length of the wire array must
be much smaller, according to eq. (1) as well the wire
diameter (d) which should preferably be maintained
within a/4 to a/8 [14]. Drawn metamaterial fibers
seemed practical to be used for preparing a wire array
on small dimensions; these drawn metamaterial fibers
consist of metal wires embedded, typically, in polymer.
Metamaterial fibers, consisting of indium wires in
PMMA and/or Zeonex, have been drawn with different
dimensions using the fiber drawing process.
An appropriate metamaterial fiber was chosen from

samples fabricated for earlier work by fibre drawing [20].
It comprised a Zeonex host material incorporating mul-
tiple indium wires. The overall diameter was 950 μm,
without cladding, the wire spacing was 50 μm, the wire
diameter 22 μm, with total of around 450 wires. The
choice of this metamaterial fiber was based on its di-
mensions and material. It is not too small for handling:
as very short samples are required, samples with small
diameter would be hard to handle, polish and etch.

Zeonex has less loss than PMMA in the wavelength re-
gion of interest.
Several samples with different lengths, ranging from

430 to 275 μm were prepared by cutting short sections
from this fibre, then polishing the sample faces with pol-
ishing papers with a sequence of roughnesses of 3 μm,
1 μm and 0.3 μm. This is to make them as regular and
smooth as possible and to finely control the sample
length. A microscope image of the face of the metama-
terial fiber, after sample preparation by polishing, is
shown in Fig. 1.
To characterize the behavior of this metamaterial we

need to measure the spectral transmission of the sample
in the THz range to determine the resonance and band-
gap frequencies. The transmission of the samples was
measured using a THz far field detector time domain
spectroscopy (TDS) system. This system comprised a
Coherent MIRA Ti:Sapphire mode locked laser, operat-
ing at 800 nm, producing 180 fs pulses at 86MHz repeti-
tion rate with average power of approximately 600 mW
exciting THz antennas for source and detection. Gener-
ally, the detection antenna was placed in the far field to
determine overall spectral properties with good signal
strength. To measure spatial distributions with good
precision, near field detection was also used. The sam-
ples were attached to a metal disc with a single hole (the
same size as the sample diameter) in the center to block
unwanted signal during transmission measurement and
allow only the signal that passed through the sample to
reach the detector. The transmission of two samples
(430 μm and 375 μm length) were measured using the
THz far field system to identify the resonance and band-
gap frequencies of each wire array metamaterial sample
(these length values are not especially significant; these
samples were chosen because of their uniformity in term
of thinness and face polishing). The expected resonance
for the two samples, calculated using eq. (1), where n =
1.53 for Zeonex and m = 2, gives a resonance frequency,
f, for the first sample of 0.455 THz, and 0.522 THz for
the second sample. The measured transmission
spectrum, along with resonance and bandgap frequency
regions, are shown in Fig. 2, for these sample lengths at
m = 2 and show a good match with the frequencies cal-
culated above.
In order to demonstrate a subwavelength resonator

using our samples, one or more wires need to be shorter
than the other wires of the sample to shift their reson-
ance frequencies to the bandgap side of the longer wires.
Etching was chosen as a practical method to shorten one
or more wires. We chose hydrochloric acid, as it is read-
ily available and used for metal etching, and importantly
it does not affect the polymer. To etch a sample to a cer-
tain depth, it is essential to know the etching rate. This
was obtained by placing many samples (all with wire
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diameters around 22 μm) for different times in hydro-
chloric acid then measuring the etching depth for each
interval. As shown in Fig. 3, for each etching time there
is a fairly wide etching depth range, as indicated by the
vertical red bars. Nevertheless, there is a clear, approxi-
mately linear, trend after the first 30 min. For the initial
period there is no etching apparent, presumably due to
the time required to etch through the oxidation layer.
This oxidation layer appeared with all drawn metamater-
ial samples. The etching rate, after this initial period, is
approximately 50 nm/s.
To make only a few wires shorter than the others, a mask

is required. This was performed on the two faces of the sam-
ple using transparent plastic tape, which does not dissolve in
hydrochloric acid, and a small hole was made in the tape on
one of the faces to allow the hydrochloric acid to reach the
indium wires. The smallest obtained hole was around 50-

60 μm, this dimension covers an area of two adjacent wires.
The target is for the wires to be shorter by 5% to 12% in
order for their resonance to be in the bandgap of the sample.
Two samples were prepared for etching, with lengths

375 μm and 275 μm. They were placed in hydrochloric
acid for 35min for a target etch depth of 20 μm. The
etched samples were removed from the acid and the mask
was removed, then the samples were cleaned with water
to eliminate any remaining acid on the sample and inside
the holes, and then dried. The 275 μm sample was placed
under the microscope; the expected two shortened wires
are marked with the red line near the center of Fig. 4.

Results
The transmission of both the 375 μm and 275 μm sam-
ples after etching was measured in the THz time domain
spectroscopy system, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 1 Microscope image of prepared sample of metamaterial fibre after polishing, bright spots are indium (The overall diameter is 950 μm,
without cladding, wire spacing is 50 μm, wire diameter is 22 μm)

Fig. 2 a THz spectral transmission of (a) 430 μm length sample, and (b) 375 μm length sample
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For both samples a new, narrow, resonance peak ap-
pears in the bandgap, as shown in Fig. 5. The samples
used in Figs. 5(a) and Fig. 2(b) are both 375 μm long,
permitting a direct comparison (the difference in trans-
mission levels between the unetched regions and the
etched regions is due to difference in experiment cir-
cumstances and laser power). It is clear that there is an-
other new resonance peak located around 0.56 THz.
Figure 5(b) is for a shorter sample where the resonance

frequencies of the sample are below 0.71THz; however,
there is another narrow resonance peak around 0.755
THz. These resonance peaks (0.56 THz for the 375 μm
sample and 0.755 THz for the 275 μm sample) are the
resonances of the shorter wires. From the resonance fre-
quency eq. (1), the length of the shorter wires in the
375 μm sample can be determined to be around 355 μm,
which is 20 μm shorter than the other wires of the sam-
ple and consistent with the range of the etching depths

Fig. 3 Determination of etching depth range (vertical red bar) for indium wires using hydrochloric acid for different etching durations

Fig. 4 Metamaterial resonator sample after etching two wires (indicated with red line)
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Fig. 5 Transmission of wire array metamaterial resonators with two etched wires for (a) 375 μm length wires, and (b) 275 μm length wires

Fig. 6 Terahertz near field detector system
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for the 35 min interval (10–30 μm). For the 275 μm sam-
ple the estimated length from the resonance frequency
peak is around 260 μm, which is 15 μm shorter than the
other wires of the sample and again consistent with the
etching depth range.
Far field detection was used to determine the trans-

mission of the whole sample (as one part). To map
the field near the defects, we use a raster-scanning
near-field photoconductive THz antenna (TeraSpike
TD-800-Z-HR), excited by the same Ti:Sapphire laser,
also using time-domain spectroscopy. The near field
antenna measures the longitudinal field parallel to the
wires, with a resolution up to 3 μm, but resolution is
in practice limited by the distance from the sample
and the decay of evanescent waves. This near field
detector system (shown in Fig. 6) was used for

measuring the transmission of the 275 μm wire array
metamaterial sample.
The near field was scanned over an area of 100 by

100 μm in the center of the sample (the square area
with red borders shown in Fig. 7(a)) containing the
area where the two shorter wires are located. This
area was divided into 36 measurement points (a 6 by
6 array), the step between adjacent points was 20 μm.
When the transmission was measured there was a no-
ticeable increase in the transmission between 0.74
THz and 0.76 THz in the region where the shortened
wires were located (the dark area (Fig. 7(b)).
The transmission spectra at all scanned points of the

unmodified area were similar (see the red curve in Fig. 8).
However, the transmission spectra at all points in the
dark area (in Fig. 7b), where the two shorter wires are

Fig. 7 Illustration of (a) the 100 × 100μm area of the 275 μm length sample scanned using the near field detector (short wires indicated in red). b
the region (the dark area) of increased transmission at frequencies around 0.75THz, in the vicinity of the short wires

Fig. 8 Transmission spectra at points across the metamaterial for unmodified wire region (red curve) and vicinity of the etched wire region (blue
curve). The Black arrow indicates the resonance that appear after etching
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located, are different (see the blue curve in Fig. 8). In
this region two combined resonance peaks can be seen,
the first around 0.75THz and the second around
0.77THz.
The near field detection technique gives the ability to

make spatial measurements as it scans point by point
(this different measurement setup and technique is the
reason for the substantial amplitude difference between
Fig. 8 and Fig. 5). Two resonance peaks of the two short-
ened wires can be seen. This is because the etching
process is not very accurate (as can be seen in Fig. 3, an
etching time of 35 min can give etching depths ranging
from 10 to 30 μm). This is expected to be the reason be-
hind the appearance of two resonance peaks as the two
shorter wires are not exactly the same length so their
resonance frequencies are slightly different.
An optical micrograph of the 100 × 100 μm scanned

area is shown in Fig. 9(a), revealing the location of the
two shortened wires. The field intensity plots for 0.755

THz and 0.725THz are shown in Fig. 9 (b) and (c) re-
spectively. The first frequency is located in the bandgap
region of the longer wires and in the resonance region
for the shorter wires. Thus, it will resonate only at the
frequency associated with the two short wires and trans-
mission will be forbidden for the other wires; this ex-
pected behavior was observed, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The
second frequency is located in the resonance region of
the sample so propagation across the measurement area
was observed, as shown in Fig. 9(c).
As can be seen from Fig. 9(b) the shorter wires act as

subwavelength cavities for specific frequencies, otherwise
rejected by the whole sample. By etching a subset of
wires, we demonstrated confinement in a volume of λ3/
400 of the free space wavelength. These subwavelength
cavities can be used for subwavelength waveguiding
where the shorter wires can be arranged in many shapes
such as line, V (as shown in Fig. 10) or other complex
shapes. By exciting one side of the metamaterial with a

Fig. 9 a The 100 × 100 μm scanned area where the two shortened wires are located, (b) the field intensity (linear scale) at 0.755 THz, and (c) at
0.725 THz

Fig. 10 a proposed V shape subwavelength waveguide, (b) Proposed line shape subwavelength waveguide
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specific frequency located in the bandgap of the longer
wires and in the resonance region of the shorter wires,
efficient waveguiding can be obtained in these shapes.
(The wider channel has more wires resulting in a higher
probability of coupling with adjacent wires, since each
wire will have two adjacent wires instead of one). How-
ever, the process for making many wires shorter using
etching was difficult and had poor reproducibility. The
etching process, as can be seen in Fig. 3, gives a large
range of etching depths for each specific duration, which
results in different lengths for the etched wires. This is a
problem that will need to be addressed in future work
because mismatched lengths may greatly reduce coup-
ling efficiency between the wires.

Conclusion
We experimentally demonstrated the resonance of
subwavelength cavities in wire-array metamaterials for
THz frequencies. We consider their properties from
the perspective of the resonant unit cell rather than
their periodic structure. Near field images show field
confinement at the etched wires only (cavity reson-
ance at 0.75 THz (λ = 400 μm)), and in a volume λ3/
400 of the free space wavelength. These cavities show
promise for subwavelength waveguiding and may pave
the way for the design of ultra-compact components
owing to their subwavelength scale. These materials
can be tunable to operate at different frequencies by
changing their length. However, further experimental
development is needed to increase the coupling effi-
ciency between neighboring wires which requires pre-
cise length matching between the wires. These wire
array fibres have potential for applications in sub-
wavelength waveguides and biological imaging using
THz radiation.
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